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Abstract—The relationship between the robot and visual 
measurement system (VMS) fixed on it is a critical part of 
the robot visual measurement system (RVMS). This paper 
presents a method to calibrate the robot and the VMS fixed 
on it without the traditional hand-eye calibration procedure. 
In the paper, the last robot link and the VMS are seen as a 
whole. The Z axis of VMS is seen as the Z axis of the robot 
last link frame. The kinematical model of the RVMS is 
created. According to the constraint that the world frame 
and the robot base frame are constant relatively, the 
objective functions are obtained, and the quantum behaved 
particle swarm optimization (QPSO) algorithm is used to 
calculate the unknown parameters. The results show that the 
precision of the calibrated system is 0.2mm and is satisfied 
for large-scale workpiece measurement. 

Keywords-robot visual measurement system; hand eye 
calibration; quantum behaved particle swarm optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION  

3D surface topography measurement and the aiming 
and positioning of the butt joint are key technology in 
large scale equipment manufacture and assemble process. 
With the developing of computer vision technology, 
visual measurement system as a kind of non-contact 
measurement method is used more and more widely. 
Besides noncontact, it has the advantages of high 
measurement precision and measurement speed. When the 
tested objects have fixed testing characteristics, and are 
mass produced, the framework structure is used. But with 
the increase of structure complexity and high machining 
precision requirement of mechanical parts, the demand to 
measurement is more and more strict. The framework 
structure cannot meet the measurement requirement. A 
flexible measurement system which can measure any part 
of the tested object is needed. Robot visual measurement 

system is a combination of robot and visual measurement 
system. Robot vision is seen to be the most important 
sensory ability for the robot [1]. Cameras fixed on the 
robot arm, allow it not only have the robot advantages of 
large flexible global motion, but also have the advantages 
of the visual measurement system.     

For the robot visual measurement system, it is 
important to know the relationship between the robot and 
the camera. The traditional method computing the 
relationship is to calculate the transformation from the 
camera to the robot end-effector, which is called hand-eye 
calibration. The hand-eye calibration methods are mature 
[2,3], and most of them are solved by the equation 
AX XB . Where X  is the hand-eye transformation matrix, 
A  is the robot forward kinematics, and B  is the camera 

extrinsic parameters. The rotation is calculated first, and 
then the translations are attained. There are at least six 
parameters need to calculated. In some researches [4], 
auxiliary measuring devices like auxiliary cameras or 
laser trackers are used to calibrate the hand eye 
relationship. Optimization algorithms are used to obtain 
more accuracy results [5]. But the results accuracy of 
most optimization algorithms relay on the initial values. 
The QPSO algorithm [6] can overcome this limitation and 
has been proved to have better optimization capability 
than other optimization algorithms [7]. 

In this paper, the VMS is seen as the last axis of the 
robot, and there are six parameters need to figure out. The 
QPSO algorithm is used to compute the unknown 
parameters. 

This paper is organized as follows. The calibration 
principle will be presented in section 2. Experiment results 
will be shown in section 3, and the conclusion will be 
provided in section 4. 
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II. CALIBRATION PRINCIPLE 

 
Figure 1.   Robot visual measurement system calibration mode 

As shown in Fig. 1, there is a VMS which consists of 
two cameras fixed on the robot end-effector. The right 
camera frame is seen as the VMS frame denoted by cF . 
The world frame is created on the left top corner of the 
planar gridding target, and is denoted by wF . The robot 
base frame rF  and the world frame wF  are relatively 
stationary. The VMS is moved to different positions with 
the robot, and the transformations r

cT and c
wT  are changed 

at the same time. But the product of the two matrices is 
constant. Where, c

wT  is the transformation from the world 
frame wF  to the VMS frame cF , which is obtained by the 

binocular stereo vision system.  r
cT  is the transformation 

from the VMS frame cF  to the robot base frame rF . 

A. Robot visual measurement system model 

The kinematic model of the robot is expressed by using 
Denabit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters [8]. The relationship 
between the robot end effector and the robot base frame 
can be  expressed as  (1). The VMS is fixed on the robot 
end-effector, and is seen as the sixth link of the robot. The 
RVMS model is shown in Fig. 2. 

The kinematical parameters of the first five links can 
be obtained in reference [9], and the sixth link parameters 
are the unknown need to be  calculated. 
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Where C is the cosine value of the angle  , and S  

is the sine value of the angle  . 

 
Figure 2.   Robot visual measurement system model 

For a minimal representation, the VMS frame relative 
to the fifth link frame can be denoted as a vector of three 
angles ( ,  ,  ) and a vector of three distances ( x , y , z ). 
These angles are known as Euler angles when each 
represents a rotation about an axis of the VMS frame, and 
the angles are used to indicate X-Y-Z Euler angles in this 
paper. These distances are the translations between the two 
frames. As we all known that Euler angle representation of 
orientation always exhibits a singularity when 90    . But 
in this paper, 90   , so there isn’t a singularity problem. 
According to the application, there are four steps to 
represent the transformation from the fifth link frame to 
the VMS frame. 

As shown in Fig. 3, in step1, the VMS frame rotates 
about 0cX  axis an angle of  . The VMS frame can be 
represented as 1 1 1c c c cF X Y Z . In step2, the new VMS frame 
rotates about 1cY  axis an angle of  . The VMS frame can 
be represented as 2 2 2c c c cF X Y Z . The 2cZ  axis is still in the 
plane 1 1c c cF Z X . 

 
Figure 3.   Transformation of the VMS frame and the fifth link frame 

In step3, the VMS frame rotates about 2cZ  axis an 
angle of  . The VMS frame can be represented as 

3 3 3c c c cF X Y Z .In step4, the VMS frame origin moves a 
distance of -x, -y, and z from the fifth link frame origin 
along the 5X  axis, 5Y  axis and 5Z  axis separately. The 
VMS frame can be represented as 4 4 4c c c cF X Y Z . 

According to the D-H model, the sixth link frame 
based on the VMS can be created in step2 of the figure 4, 
because the 3cZ  axis is the same as the 2cZ  axis. First the 

6Z axis is located along the 2cZ axis. Then the 6X  axis is 
located along the common normal between the 5Z  and 

6Z axes. The origin of the sixth link frame is created on the 
intersection point of the 6Z  and 6X  axes. The 6Y  axis can 
be obtained based on the right hand rule. Therefore the 
robot sixth frame can be created as shown in Fig. 4(a). 
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Figure 4.   

Figure4(a) D-H model of the sixth link  figure4(b) The procedure of 
computing   

Before the sixth link frame created, the common 
normal between the 5Z and 6Z axes should be obtained 
first. Suppose the coordinates of 0 0 0c c c cF X Y Z  is the origin, 
and the side-length of the cube is 1. The direction of 5Z  

axis is  0 0 1
T and the point  0 0 0

T
pa  and 

point  0 0 1
T

pb  are on the line  5Z  . The direction of 6Z  

axis is    1 tan( ) / cos( ) tan( ) 1
T T

AB AC    , and point 

 Tpc x y z  is on the line 6Z . The direction of common 
normal between the 5Z and 6Z axes is the cross of them. A 
plane can be determined by the line 5Z  and the common 
normal, and then the intersection point of the line 6Z  and 
the plane is the origin point of the sixth link frame, which 
denoted by  Top ox oy oz .  

The parameters of the sixth link are 6 , 6 , 6d  and 

6a . According to the definition of the D-H model 
parameters, we have 
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Where   is the sixth link joint angle obtained from 
the robot angular encoder. In the paper, when the   is not 
mentioned, it is seen as 0 default, which means the robot 
is on the initial situation. 

From Fig. 4(a), we can see that the transformation 
from the VMS frame to the robot sixth frame has two 
steps.First the robot sixth frame rotates about 6Z  axis an 
angle of   , and then translates a distance of L  along 

6Z  axis. Therefore the transformation can be written as 
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Where L op pc   and 

 arccos( sin( ) / cos( ) / tan( ) ^ 2 sin( ) ^ 2)              (4) 
The    can be obtained from Fig. 4(b). 

From Fig. 4(b), we can see that tan( )EF  , 
/ 2DEF     and 1ED  , so DF  can be obtained. 

cGF H  is known and GH can be computed then GD is 
obtained. So GF is obtained. The angle   can be obtained 
by cGF , cFF  and GF .Therefore the transformation from 
the VMS frame to the robot fifth frame can be written as 

5 5 6
6c cT T T                                                  (5) 

B. Robot calibration 

According to the definition of the kinematical 
parameters of D-H model, the twist angle describes the 
angle between two Z  axes of the adjacent links. When the 
robot is given, the twist angles are determinate. So the real 
Z  axes should be determined first to calibrate the twist 
angles. A laser tracker is used to measure the real Z  axes 
of the robot. The reflector is fixed on the robot end-
effector, and the first axis of the robot is moved in the 
joint angle range uniformity. The motion curve of the 
reflector is a spatial circular arc, and the normal vector of 
the arc plane is the direction of the robot first link Z  axis. 
The same operations are performed to the rest links, and 
the directions of the Z  axes are obtained. But it is worth 
noting that there is a link gear between the link 2 and link 
3. When the link 2 is moved, the link 3 is moved at the 
same time. But it is not the same for the reverse condition. 
So when the operation is performed to the link 2, the 
reflector should be fixed on the arm of link 2, rather than 
on the robot end-effector.   

The rest kinematical parameters of the robot are 
calibrated using the method mentioned in reference [10]. 

C. The optimization algorithms 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is first introduced 
by Kennedy and Eberhart [11]. In the PSO algorithm, 
every swarm particle explores a possible solution. At first, 
the initial particles are generated in the searching space 
randomly. Then the particles as their personal best 
positions are used to evaluate the fitness function 
determined by the optimization problem. And the best 
position of the whole flock is the global best solution. 
Then the swarms adjust their own velocities and positions 
dynamically based on the personal best positions and 
global best positions. 

But the particles will be trapped into local optima 
after several iterations. To make sure the particles escape 
from a local minimum, QPSO algorithm is proposed. In 
the QPSO algorithm, the particle position is described not 
by the velocity but by the particle’s appearing probability 
density function. There is no fixed orbit for the particles, 
and the particles constrained by   potential trough can 
appear at any position in the feasible solution space with 
certain probability. So the QPSO can guarantee the global 
convergence and it has been proved by Sun [6]. 

The particle position updating Equations are as follows 
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Where, ~ (0 ~ 1)U , ~ (0 ~ 1)u U ; and D  is the dimension of 
the problem space; M  is the population size; 

1 2,( , ... )i i i iDx x x x and ,1, ,2,( ... )i i i iDP P P P  are the particle current 
positions and the personal best positions; ,1, ,2,( ... )i i i iDG G G G  
are the global best positions;   is the Contraction–
Expansion coefficient which is the only parameter in 
QPSO algorithm depicted as 

0.5*( ) / 0.5MAXITER t MAXITER              (9) 
Where, t  is the current iterative number, and the MAXITER  
is the maximum iterative number. 

D. Object function 

According to the constraint that the transformation 
from the world frame to the robot base frame is constant, 
the object function is created. The VMS is moved with the 
robot to different positions. The target images are captured 
by the VMS, and the corresponding joint angles of the 
robot are recorded at the same time. Therefore the 5

rT  and 
c

wT  in different positions are obtained. Then we can have a 
constant equation 

5
5* * *r r c r c

w c w c wT T T T T T                         (10) 
Then the objective function can be created and the 
parameters of 5

cT  can be obtained. The objective function 
can be written as 

1 25 5
5 5
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n n
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Where c i
wT ， 5

r iT  and 5 i
cT  are the transformation from 

VMS frame to the world frame, the transformation from 
the fifth link frame to the robot base frame and the 
transformation from the VMS frame to the fifth link frame 
respectively at the i th position of the robot. 

III. EXPERIMENTS 

The robot is an industrial robot IRB1400 from ABB. 
The VMS consists of two industrial cameras AVT F504B 
with 17mm lens. The image resolution of the camera is 
2452*2056 pixels. The field of view is about 300*300mm2, 
and the work distance is about 600mm. The planar 
gridding target has a precision of 5 m . The measurement 
system is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 5.   The robot visual measurement system 

The two cameras are calibrated in advance. The right 
camera frame is the VMS frame cF , and the left camera is 
an auxiliary camera to measure. The planar gridding target 
is placed in the robot work space, and the VMS is moved 

with robot to capture the images of the planar gridding 
target in different poses and positions.  

The planar gridding target is placed at 5 different 
positions, and at each position, the cameras capture the 
images of the target at 10 different poses and positions.  
The calibration results are computed as follows 

TABLE I.  CALIBRATION RESULTS 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
x 42.5612   0.3516 
y 191.3183   0.0901 

z  104.4643   0.0727 

The transformation of 5
cT  can be written in matrix form as 

5

0.9933 0.0723 0.0900 42.5612

0.0373 0.9386 0.3430 191.3183

0.1093 0.3374 0.9350 104.4643

0 0 0 1.0000

cT

  
  
  
 
 

 

To verify the performance of the proposed method, 
the standard rule with precision distance is measured using 
the calibrated robot visual measurement system. The 
distance of the target points on the standard rule is 
1234.15mm. The standard rule is placed at 15 different 
positions and measured by the measurement system. The 
results are shown in table 2. 

TABLE II.  MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

No. Noncalibr
ated/mm

Error/ 
mm 

calibrated 
/mm 

Error/
mm 

1 1237.2972 3.1472 1233.7635 -0.3865 
2 1238.2079 4.0579 1233.9874 -0.1626
3 1230.4198 -3.7301 1234.4825 0.3326 
4 1238.2837 4.1338 1234.6837 0.5338 
5 1235.4735 1.3236 1234.5175 0.3676 
6 1230.1254 -4.0246 1234.6745 0.5246 
7 1231.9349 -2.2150 1233.7785 -0.3714
8 1234.6188 0.4688 1234.7293 0.5793 
9 1238.7250 4.5751 1234.4971 0.3472 
10 1238.7988 4.6489 1234.6929 0.5430 
11 1230.7261 -3.4239 1234.4561 0.3062 
12 1238.8559 4.7059 1234.6445 0.4945 
13 1238.7216 4.5717 1233.7637 -0.3862
14 1234.0037 -0.1462 1234.5743 0.4244 
15 1237.1528 3.0028 1233.8869 -0.2631

Mean/mm 3.2117 0.4015 
RMS/mm 11.2236 0.1923 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper represents a robot visual measurement 
system calibration method considering the sixth link of the 
robot and the camera as a whole. The QPSO algorithm is 
used to compute the unkowns fast and precisely. The 
verified experiment results show the good performance of 
the proposed method. The proposed method has broad 
applications including numerous other kinds of hand eye 
calibration applications. The errors from the rotation of 
robot end effector have a big influence on the accuracy, so 
the robot should be calibrated before the proposed method 
is used. 
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